TechFast Client Case Study

Fyna Foods Australia
Fast Facts:
 Local confectionary
manufacturer seized
market opportunity
 New collaborations
helped Fyna increase
capacity by 40% whilst
reducing costs
 TechFast program
provided useful linkages
and collaboration
guidance

The Company
Fyna Foods Australia is a manufacturer of
a wide range of confectionery, including
sugar paste products, panned and
enrobed chocolates and licorice. Fyna
has been operating since 1947, and their
production processes contain a blend of
traditional techniques, where these are
critical to product quality or taste, along
with automated processes for packing and
other functions. Fyna is based in the south
eastern suburbs of Melbourne.

The Opportunity
Fyna was experiencing strong sales growth
for its coiled roll of licorice products, called
“Metre of Licorice”. A higher capacity
production process was required to meet

this demand, but the limiting factor was the
number of skilled operators required to roll
and bag the licorice rolls. Six operators were
already needed to keep up with the licorice
extruder running at 65% capacity, and
there was insufficient room for any more
operators on the production line. A much
faster method of rolling and bagging the
licorice was needed. Fyna did not have the
skills in-house to design, prototype and test
a new licorice rolling and bagging process,
and therefore external partners were
required if this project was to be successful.
The AIC was engaged to assist Fyna locate
and access the right expertise through its
TechFast program.

The Australian Institute for
Commercialisation (AIC) is a leading
service company helping innovators
achieve commercial success. Around
Australia, the AIC helps business, research
organisations and governments convert
their ideas into successful outcomes.
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The Outcomes

Through TechFast, the AIC initially
worked with Fyna and machine
designer SM Enterprises to generate
the project brief that would guide the
design of a new licorice rolling machine.

The new licorice rolling machine was
commissioned for production by Fyna
within 12 months of AIC commencing
its assistance to Fyna. The machine
and increased production capacity has
been assisting the company to continue
with its growth plans. Victor Hartig, the
Operations Manager at Fyna, said that:
“We have been able to increase hourly
production of licorice rolls by 40%, using
fewer operators than previously. The
collaborative project with these local
specialists has been very successful for
our business”.

This included helping to ensure that
the design process was managed
so that novel or risky concepts were
prototyped, tested and refined in simple
rigs with the warm, sticky licorice before
committing to manufacture of a tenhead rolling machine. Two additional
engineering firms were also selected to
assist with making custom components
for the novel licorice rolling machine.
New Sector Engineering designed
several custom food-grade conveyors to
feed the ten parallel licorice strips into
the new rolling machine. Change Parts
Pty Ltd designed and built a custom
food-grade conveyor to transport the
finished rolls to a bagging station.
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